VOCAL SOLOS
VOCAL SOLOS ACCOMPANIED
VOCAL DUETS
VOCAL DUETS ACCOMPANIED
VOCAL TRIOS
VOCAL TRIOS ACCOMPANIED
VOCAL QUARTETS
VOCAL QUARTETS ACCOMPANIED
VOCAL SOLOS WITH CHOIR
VOCAL SOLOS WITH CHOIR ACCOMPANIED
VOCAL SOLO ACCOMPANIED COLLECTIONS
MIXED VOICE ACCOMPANIED COLLECTIONS
TEXT
SONG SHEETS

VOCAL SOLOS

Anniversary Song --
Brotherhood – H Goldberg
I Love Life – Mana-Zucca,
JCC Building Fund Song – text H Goldberg
My Life’s Story (Purim) --
No Man Is an Island --
Some Day Soon – S Aarons
Song of the Sea (Yam Lied) – text Yehuda Halevy

VOCAL SOLOS ACCOMPANIED

America – H Carey, text S Smith,
Because – G d’Hardelet, text Edward Teschemacher, French, pub. Chappell-Harms, NY NY 1924
Bless This House – H Brahe, arr. H Goldberg, text H Taylor,
The Exodus Song – E Gold, text P Boone, pub. Chappel, 1960
Give Me Your Tired, Your Poor – I Berlin, text E Lazarus
Grant Us Peace – H Fromm, pub. Transcontinental Music, NY NY 1943
Hymn for the Nations – L von Beethoven
I Am the Rose of Sharon – J Weinberg, HebT
I Love the Lord – arr. H Goldberg
Jerusalem, Jerusalem (Yerushala’im Shel Zahav) – N Shemer, text N Newell, HebT
The Lady with the Lamp – M Helfman, text E Lazarus
Let’s Build a World – M Helfman, text F Helfman
Let Us Adore – J Weinberg
Lullaby – YidT
May the Good Lord Bless & Keep You – Meridith Willson, pub. Pickwick Music, NY NY 1950
Oh Promise Me – R de Koven, text Clement Scott, pub. G Schirmer, NY NY 1917
O Israel Do Not Despair – J Gorney, text L Allan
Peat Bog Soldiers – H Eisler, text M Olgin (YidT), YidT
Pledge to the Flag – A Malotte, pub. G Schirmer, NY NY 1940
Proclaim Liberty – arr. H Goldberg
Say a Prayer – text E Grossman
Some Day Soon – S Aarons, text M Stratton, pub. Murray Chase, 1942
Song for New Year’s Eve 1973 – H Goldberg
Study War No More
The Way We Were – Marvin Hamlisch, Text Aland & Marilyn Bergman, Warner Bros Pubs, Secaucus NJ, 1973
Tum Balalayka – arr. G Bermont, YidT
The Voice of My Beloved -- from The Song of Songs, M Helfman, pub. Transcontinental Music NY NY 1969
You and the Night and the Music – from Revenge with Music, Arthur Schwartz, text Howard Dietz, Harms Inc., NY NY, 1934

VOCAL DUETS
Give Me Your Tired Your Poor – I Berlin, for tenor & bass

VOCAL DUETS ACCOMPANIED
Come Ever Smiling Liberty – from Judas Maccabaeus, G F Handel,
O My Dove in the Clefts of the Rocks – P Ben-Haim, HebT/Ger for soprano & mezzo or baritone, pub. Israeli Music, Israel 1967
On Wings of Music – F Mendelssohn, text Heine, for soprano & alto, pub. Oliver Ditson, Boston 1901

VOCAL TRIOS
I Love Life – M Zucca, arr. R Peery

VOCAL TRIOS ACCOMPANIED

VOCAL QUARTETS
Almonds on the Moon --
Arioso – G F Handel
Finlandia – J Sibelius
The Gettysburg Address – J Weinberg, text A Lincoln, pub. Transcontinental Music NY NY 1954
The Gettysburg Address – J Weinberg, text A Lincoln, YidT, pub. Jewish Music Alliance, NY NY 1943
Give Me Your Tired, Your Poor – I Berlin, text E Lazarus, pub. Shawnee Press, Delaware Water Gap, PA 1949
The Heavens Resound – L von Beethoven
Proclaim Liberty – H Goldberg
Study War No More --
Sunrise Sunset – from Fiddler on the Roof
We Shall Overcome --
VOCAL QUARTETS ACCOMPANIED

Bless This House – M Brahe, text H Taylor, pub. Boosey & Hawkes, USA 1932
Glad As When the Sun Runs Glorious -- for tenor solo & male trio
God Bless America – I Berlin, pub. Irving Berlin Inc, NY NY 1939
The Hammer Song – P Seeger and Hays
Kum Ba Yah – arr. E Lojeski, string bass, percussion, and chords, pub. Westport Music, Los Angeles CA 1972
Ode to America – P Jassinowsky, pub. Renansh, NY NY 1941
Shalom -- from Milk and Honey, J Herman, pub. Mayfair Music, NY NY 1961
The Star Spangled Banner – text F S Key, pub. Robbins Music NY NY
This Is My Country – A Jacobs arr. R Ringwald, text D Raye, pub. Shawnee Press, Delaware Water Gap PA 1960
You’ll Never Walk Alone – R Rogers, text O Hammerstein, pub. Shawnee Press, PA 1945

VOCAL SOLOS WITH CHOIR

Go Down Moses – arr. Cain & M Helfman, narrator

VOCAL SOLO AND CHOIR ACCOMPANIED

Anthem of Praise – H Fromm, trumpet & organ, Transcontinental Music, NY NY1962
In the Beginning – Raphael’s recitative by Raphael in The Creation, J Haydn, piano
Israel Reborn – A W Binder, text M Bial, with piano or organ, pub. Bloch Publishing, NY NY 1949
Judas Maccabaeus – Airs, Duets & Hallelujah Chorus, G F Handel, piano, pub. G Schirmer, NY NY 1909

VOCAL SOLO ACCOMPANIED COLLECTIONS

Folksongs and Footnotes
arr. Theodore Bikel, Eng and some Yid, Rus, Spanish el al with chords
pub. The World Publishing Co, Cleveland OH 1962
Contents are at the end of this file in notebook

Doin’ the Green Thing
The Tree of Life - Etz Chaim
Trees
Come to Jerusalem
Gan Yaldei Yisrael

Australia
Dinky Die

China
CheeLai/Arise

Cuba
Guananamera

England
To Anacreon in Heaven
Brave Wolfe
The Plains of Waterloo

France
La Carmagnole
Ca Ira/Things Will Change
La Marseillaise
Le Chant Des partisans/The Song of the Partisans

Germany
Die Moorsoldaten/The Peat Bog Soldiers
Freiheit/Freedom

Ireland
The Minstrel Boy
The Rising of the Moon
The Kerry Recruit
Johnny, I Hardly Knew You
The Easter Rebellion
Kevin Barry

Italy
Bella Ciao/So Long Dear
Scarpe Rotte/Worn out Shoes
Partigiani in Montagna/Partisans in the Mountains

Jewish
Zog Nit Keynmol/Never Say
Shtil, Di Nacht/Still, the Night
Birobidjian
Hey! Zhankoye

Mexico
De Los Dorados De Panch Villa/Pancho Villa’s “Golden Ones”
Los Braceros/The Migratory Workers
Deportados/Deportees

Nigeria
Everybody Loves Saturday Night

Norway
Oleana

Palestine
Zum Gali Gali

Puerto Rico
Que Bonita Bandera/What a Beautiful Banner

Russia
Katiusha
Svyashchennaya Voina/The Sacred War
Bukenval’dskii Nabat/Buchenwald Alarm
Kak U Duba Starovo/Standing Near the Old Oak Tree
Scotland
Scots Wha Hae
Spain
Viva La Quince Brigade/Long Live the Fifteenth Brigade
Si Me Quires Escribir/If You Want to Write to Me
Venga Jaleo/Join the Struggle
Los Cuatro Generales/The Four Insurgent Generals
Trinidad
Guardian Beauty Contest
Money Is King
Wales
Men of Harlech

**Vocal Selections from musical “Fiddler on the Roof” and Illustrated Program** – J Bock, text S Harnick, piano & chords, pub. Times Square Music Publications, USA 1964
- Anatevka
- Do You Love Me
- Far from the Home I Love
- Fiddler on the Roof
- If I Were a Rich Man
- Matchmaker
- Miracle of Miracles
- Sabbath Prayer
- Sunrise, Sunset
- To Life
- Tradition

**Vocal Selections from film “Fiddler on the Roof”** – J Bock, text S Harnick, piano & chords, pub. SunbeamMusic, USA 1964
- Do You Love Me
- Far from the Home I Love
- Fiddler on the Roof
- If I Were a Rich Man
- Matchmaker
- Miracle of Miracles
- Now I Have Everything
- Sabbath Prayer
- Sunrise, Sunset
- To Life
- Tradition

**Vocal Selections from “Milk and Honey”** – Jerry Herman, Vocal Solo, piano & chords, pub. Vogue Music, NY NY 1961
- Milk and Honey
- Shalom
- Let’s Not Waster a Moment (A Short Forever)
- That Was Yesterday
- As Simple as That
- Independence Day Hora
- I Will Follow You
- Chi Up, Ladies!
There’s No Reason in the World

MIXED VOICE ACCOMPANIED COLLECTIONS

Arioso & Scene and Duet – HebT/YidT, piano
   Arioso – vocal duet
   Scene and Duet – vocal trio and chorus

Show Tunes by Mostly Jewish Composers – piano & chords
   And the Angels Sing – Z Elman, text J Mercer, vocal solo
   Embraceable You – G Gershwin, text I Gershwin, vocal quartet
   I Don’t Want to Walk without You – F Loesser & J Styne, vocal solo
   I’ll Never Smile Again – R Lowe, vocal solo
   I’ll Walk Alone – Jule Styne, text Sammy Cahn, vocal solo
   I’ve Got a Crush on You – G Gershwin, text I Gershwin, vocal solo
   I’ve Heard that Song Before – J Styne, text S Cahn, vocal solo
   Long Ago (And Far Away) – J Kern, text I Gershwin, vocal solo
   Matchmaker Matchmaker –cs. J Bock, text Sheldon Harnick, vocal solo
   Those Were the Days – G Raskin, vocal solo

TEXT

Harry Ruja Bio File from SDSU


Jewish Folklore and Ethnology
   Newsletter Vol. 4, No. 1-2, 1981
   Newsletter Vol. 5, No. 3-4, 1982
   Newsletter Vol. 8, No. 1-2, 1986
   Review Special Issue, Vol. 11, No. 1-2, 1989
   pub. Jewish Folklore and Ethnology Section of the American Folklore Society
   Contents are at the end of this file


The Song That Took a City: Jerusalem of Gold
   Linda Gottlieb, The Reader’s Digest, Dec. 1967


Wagner’s Music – Inappropriate in a Jewish Setting
   Rabbi Michael P Sternfield, Israel Today San Diego, through April 22, 1982

SONG SHEETS
**Beatles Passover Songs**
- He Freed Us to tune of *She Loves You* with words by Gary Teblum
- All My Leaven to tune of *All My Lovin’* with words by Gary Teblum
- Hey Frogs to tune of *Hey Jude* with words by Gary Teblum
- Eight Days a Year to tune of *Eight Days a Week* with words by Lia Lehrer & Julia Latash
- Help! with words by Lia Lehrer & Julia Latash
- Yesterday with words by Lia Lehrer & Julia Latash
- Ticket to Ride with words by Lia Lehrer & Julia Latash
- King Pharaoh’s Empty City Band to tune of *Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band* with words by Lia Lehrer & Julia Latash
- Moses Is the Guy We’ll Follow to tune of *Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds* with words by Lia Lehrer & Julia Latash

**Brotherhood Song Sheet**
- Amar Rabi Akiva
- No Man Is an Island
- Brotherhood of Man
- Ally, Ally Oxen Free
- Im Ein Ani Lee
- Let There Be Peace on Earth

**Chanukah in Santa Monica**

**Chanukah Songs** – text Rabbi M Levens & Cantor F Groveman, HebT, pub. Tifereth Israel Religious & Hebrew Schools
- Praised Art Thou
- Blessings over Hanukkah Lights
- Chanukkah Song
- Cha-nuk-kah
- Mo-oz Tzur
- Rock of Ages
- Who Can Retell?
- Dreilde Spin
- The Lights of Chanukah
- What Does Chanukah Mean to Me?
- My Dreyd’l
- The Maccabees
- Who’s the Hero?
- Rise on Tiptoes
- Hanukkah Comedy
- The Story of Dreydel
- Hanukkah Ditty
- Holiday of Freedom
- Hanukkah Miracle

**Rachael Weeps for Her Children** – A W Binder sheet music missing, text Cantor David Roitman, Heb, pub. Metro Music NY NY

**San Diego AZA Chapter Song & Folk Song Lyrics**
Friends
Peace of the River
I Want to Linger
The Hammer Song
Blowing in the Wind
I Believe
Tongo
San Diego AZA Chapter Song
Donna Donna
Adon Olam
You’ll Never Walk Alone
No Man Is an Island

Shalom